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Brenda Kinsel may be the fairy godmother of fashion. Real ladies who may experience alienated
by fashion magazines get the tools they have to overhaul their appear from their clothes with
their hair and makeup to, perhaps most important, their attitude all while keeping true with their
personality rather than spending a fortune. Drawing on 20-plus years as a graphic consultant,
popular Makeover Kinsel helps ladies over 40 catapult themselves out of fashion ruts in one
short month. Filled with true to life success stories, style solutions for every body type,
confidence-inspiring inspiration, and full-color fashion illustrations, this gorgeous manual puts
women on the fast track to fantastic style. Fashion Makeover presents a four-week plan of attack
with obvious, attainable goals.
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An inspiring, energizing, and fun experience! I had so much fun with this book!...using the
quizzes, I was able to clarify and articulate my own style, poring over journals, I ripped out types
of color combinations, accessories, and textures that We am drawn to, and then I got started
upon my closet...washing, organizing, and putting together fun, layered, and accessorized outfits.
I also had my son take pictures of the outfits. It was so very much fun! It was the ideal choose
me up in the center of a chilly and dreary winter. and have a wonderful wardrobe, ready for any
occasion!..so that was a definite as well as. I had most of the pieces already and also had a
number of fashion bundles already in my closet. It's inspirational, beneficial and beautifully
illustrated. I love the way the book was structured and structured. I used her strategies and love
the results!.no extra text, plenty of use of text boxes, quotes from women. The just suggestion I
would lead to improvement can be that I wish to see huge glossy photos of ladies with before
and after pictures as well as just inspiring photos of divas rather than boring pencil drawings! I
recommend this for each and every middle aged woman trying to figure out her next move as far
as "style" goes. Great!! This book is merely what I needed. As a woman wth a hubby with
terminal cancers, I have been ignoring my maturing process and suddenly realized I looked
every minute of my nearly 54 years. I browse this book quickly, started implementing a few of
the ideas immediately and already look a decade younger. If I were the author, my second
reserve, would take it to another step, with the marketing of a resonance journal/workbook,
which includes pockets to add inspiring photos and words, along with before and after photos
showing ideas on how best to combine different accessories, colours, and textures together.
Wonderful help Can't say enough about this book! Easy to look good." However, since I am
fashion challenged I needed to get yourself a second "should" publication about how to put
together an outfit and be told which will be the basic parts. The reserve can be fun and easy to
check out. Highly recommend this publication to anyone wanting to add spice to their style, find
out their style, or just want a better coordinated wardrobe. It has helped me so much in getting a
deal with on my closet and out of a rut. My sister has also bought it for a friend.. Quick, easy
read.ideal for "making over" your wardrobe, your look and feeling put together, like you put
some work into it.... Once you complete the process outlined in the reserve, you don't need to
put much work into getting dressed.. I read through the whole matter in a single day and
immediately started on the various exercises. I've examine and reread this beautiful book and
purchased it for my sister and two close friends. No content No content material.you're
organized for just about any event.. I also have a HUGE pile of clothes to donate. A pleasure to
learn.. Just what I wanted! If you do not already love clothes, it provides a sort of function model
concerning how to get in there and really have fun with them, without a lot of "shoulds. as I
enjoy keep it in my own library Have obtained this book several times, and then it gets passed to
someone who needs it, and I must replace it, seeing that I LOVE to keep it in my library !.
Interestingly, I discovered that I don't need to do quite definitely shopping. Great details and
help for the women that are no more teens. fun to read This book was ideal for expanding the
imagination, setting goals, and updating your closet for you personally. Brenda is really a great
guideline for assisting you to move in to the 'new you' . It takes work on the reader's component
but so worthwhile. I wish there were even more photos, but I learned a lot and desire to use
most of the ideas here. Great info and help for the females that are no ...! In case you are a
mature female, I would recommend Nifty After Fifty as the antidote to the book, since it brings
you back off to earth, back to basics in what to put on on what occasion, based on a few simple
colors and your personal life situtaion.. Makes me feel good and revel in getting dressed! One of
the best in this subject..an excessive amount of verbiage Fun and Easy to Follow I enjoyed this



publication! Brenda Kinsel provides tips for real females, on evolving your fashion style over
time. Forget about buying items because I like the colour but doesn't suit my design or I love the
style however the color is wrong for me personally. It was easy to read.
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